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bed and accepting Odysseus who, in identifying them, has "persuaded her thumos" of his identity.

The entire scene of recognition that revolves around the ruse of the bed continually loops back upon itself, like the infinite turnings of a Moebius strip, as it plays off the entwined but also divergent issues of Odysseus's identity and Penelope's fidelity. It does so, as we have seen, through the device of an object that can be minutely described, located in space, and recalled to its functions and emblematic status through the opportunity given Odysseus to reclaim it in the act of narrating how he first made it. This is an ekphrasis, after all, that describes a work of art. Its function is to transform representation into narration, and it stands in an intermediate space "between the outward force of perceived events and the inner ability to perceive them," so that it may finally turn into a convincing sign-symbol of recognition.

But there is one last paradox. The conditions of its representational function ensure its unrepresentability. No blueprint can be extracted from the details of the bed's manufacture, and in the long tradition from antiquity to the present day, no artist seems to have taken up the challenge to translate its presence into a visual reality that we may view with our own eyes. It is precisely the vivid and concrete reality of its material existence that ensures its efficacy as the double-sided sign it was meant to be, but to retain its powers of persuasion, it must remain what it always was: a mental construct, an image in the mind's eye.

68. Prier 1989, 114, on the general properties of sēmata.

·TWO·

Signifying Difference: The Case of Hesiod's Pandora

The myth of Pandora is a variant of a well-known theme in myths of origins the world over. The story of how and why woman came into the world accounts for the fact that there are not one but two sexes. Logically, both male and female should come into existence at the same time as the human species is created. Each is the complement of the other, each indispensable to the other's identity. As a pair, they attest to the universal fact of gender in nature and assure reproduction of one's own kind.

The mythic imagination does not view matters this way. More often than not, woman is an afterthought, created as a secondary category following the emergence of man. Her ontological status is therefore not a self-evident or spontaneous fact. To account for her supplementary presence requires a motive, a reason, a purpose—in short, a myth. Two of the best-known examples of this type are the story of Eve in the Book of Genesis and the Greek myth of Pandora, as recounted by the archaic poet Hesiod. Each in its own way conforms to this pattern: Eve is created from Adam's rib as a companion to ease his loneliness; Pandora is fashioned at Zeus's orders in retaliation for the Titan Prometheus's theft of fire. Whether created by the supreme male deity out of compassion or anger, woman makes her entry onto the scene and thereby provides the occasion for an aetiological narrative that tells how through her agency the world was transformed into its present state. Her secondary status operates as a signifier of difference and disruption that brings about the so-called "human condition." That is, she introduces death, woe, and evil into the world, along with the laborious toil of human existence.

Hesiod tells the myth of Pandora in two versions, the first in the
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PART ONE: PRIVILEGED MODELS

Theogony, a cosmogonic poem, and the second in the Works and Days, a didactic work of wisdom literature. In each case, she figures as the outcome of a game of wits between Prometheus and Zeus that revolves around a series of deceptions and counter-deceptions in connection with the exchange of gifts. Zeus wins, of course, and in return for the theft of fire, he has Hephaistos, the artisan god, fabricate the first woman as a molded creature, who astounds men by her god-given beauty and ruins them by her thievish nature.

In recent years these two Hesiodic versions have attracted a great deal of attention, which can be ascribed both to the development of more sophisticated techniques for interpreting the discourses of myth and to the current interest in the cultural construction of gender categories. These newer methods address the underlying logic and coherence that govern the structure, language, and content of mythic narrative, and aim to situate a given myth in its literary and sociocultural contexts in order to take account of its wider ideological resonances in the processes of cultural formation. Despite important differences in detail and purpose, the two versions have been read together as two halves of a single extended narrative that mutually illuminate the double-sided question of the origin of woman and woman as the origin. Let me first recall the outlines of these two accounts.

The version in the Theogony begins with Prometheus's fraudulent division of the portions of the sacrificed ox allotted respectively to gods and mortals. Zeus chooses the inedible bones concealed beneath a covering of gleaming fat. For men is reserved the meat hidden under the unappetizing casing of the animal's belly. In angry retaliation, Zeus refuses to give (i.e., hides) celestial fire, whereupon Prometheus steals it, hides it in a hollow stalk, and brings it to men without being seen by the gods. When Zeus perceives "the gleam of fire," he counters by creating woman as a "beautiful evil" (kalos kakon), an "anti-fire" (anti puros)—an exchange "instead of" or "in recompense for" fire. Hephaistos fashions her of earth in the likeness of a young virgin, and Athena robes her as a bride in silvery garments, with a veil, garlands of flowers, and a golden crown. Thus adorned, she is a wonder to behold (thauma idesthai) but also a dangerous trap (aipus dolos). Brought to men, she is a continual source of woe to mortals (pēma mega thnētōsi), an unwelcome supplement to those with whom she dwells (Th. 561–91).

Like a drone she sits within the house and reaps the fruits of others' toil to fill her belly. And a second evil is added to the first, for if a man avoids marriage he looks forward to an old age without anyone to care for him and after his death his estate is divided among his kinsmen. But even for a man who relents and takes a good wife—that is, one whose heart is in agreement with his—Hesiod still maintains that "all through

life, in her and by her, misfortune will come to balance out the good" (Th. 594–609).

The other version in the Works and Days omits the scene of sacrifice but adds a second unhappy consequence of Prometheus's deception in that now the gods also keep hidden from men the source of their livelihood (i.e., the grain that must be sowed in the earth). Again in his anger at the theft of fire, Zeus determines to create a great woe (megē pēma) for men to bring them delight while also encompassing their destruction (WD 46–58). But this time the creation of Pandora is recounted in more detail.

Hephaistos molds the lovely shape of a maiden out of water and earth, with a face resembling the immortal goddesses but endowed with the "voice and strength of humankind." Athena is to teach her weaving, Aphrodite to pour grace (charis) over her head and "cruel longing and cares that weary the limbs." Hermes adds a shameless (doglike) mind and a thievish nature. Athena now dresses her like a virginal bride, while Aphrodite's representatives, the Graces (Charites) and Persuasion (Peitho), give her golden necklaces and the Hours (Horai) crown her with spring flowers. At the end Hermes names her Pandora because, as the text says, "all [pantes] the gods gave her a gift [dorōn], a sorrow [pēmatos] to men who live on bread" (WD 59–82).

Now follows the familiar story of how Pandora was sent as a bride to Epimetheus, who had been warned by his brother Prometheus (Foresight) to accept no gifts from the gods. In true fulfillment of his name (Afterthought), he takes her in and regrets it later. For Pandora's first act is to remove the lid of the jar she brought with her, releasing all the evils and diseases that now wander silent and invisible over the earth. By Zeus's will, only Hope or Elpis is left behind in the jar (WD 83–104), an ambiguous quality to whose meaning we shall return.

The most influential analysis of this myth is that of Jean-Pierre Vernant (with further elaborations and refinements/correctives by Nicole Loraux and Marylin Arthur [Katz]). Vernant demonstrates a series of homologies, inversions, and correspondences between all the different elements in these narratives: the various animal parts of the sacrifice appropriated by Prometheus (Theogony); the fire first hidden, then stolen, then hidden again (Theogony, Works and Days); the grain now hidden in the earth (Works and Days); the jar that conceals all evils (Works and Days); and the first woman, lovely to look at but defined as a belly (Theogony). Taken together, these now define the new and permanent quality of human life, its ambiguity and deceitfulness—a mixture of evils concealed under beautiful exteriors and virtues under ugly ones.

In one or another of her aspects, Pandora herself corresponds to each term of these several transactions that always operate under the seemingly opposite modes of giving or not giving (hiding) gifts, but that on closer inspection prove to be variations on the single theme of giving through concealment and trickery. Like the sacrificial portion of food offered to the gods, Pandora has a beautiful exterior and a worthless interior. Like the portion offered to men, concealed in the belly (or paunch) of the ox (gastèr), she is a hungry belly, insatiable of food. Above all, in direct and inverse return for the celestial fire stolen by Prometheus, Pandora comes equipped with a thievish nature and is later likened to a fire that consumes and withers man by her appetites for both food and sex (cf. WD 704–6). Seed, on the other hand, applies to the germ of technological fire, which unlike its celestial parent, must now be engendered and stored in a hollow container (the narthex stalk); it applies, too, both to the seed the farmer must plant within the earth and to the one he deposits in his wife’s belly to produce children.

Pandora therefore emerges as none other than the symbol of ambiguous human life. In her appearance, her gifts given by the gods, she echoes the divine. By her bitchish mind and the primacy of her bodily requirements she approaches the bestial. By her human voice and status as wife she is human. But, as Vernant concludes, she is also the reverse of man, forming another and fundamentally different breed. Man and woman cannot converse with one another because she conceals the truth in order to deceive. At the same time, the conditions of her creation establish the fundamental triad of activities that are central to Greek views of culture: sacrifice (relations of men and gods), agriculture (men and nature), and marriage (men and women). The last two categories are especially linked in Vernant’s discussion by the analogy so familiar in Greek thought, that likens the woman to the earth and gives men the task of seeding both the womb and the earth.

Every detail contributes to the logical coherence of the whole. Woman has her designated place and etiological function in this mythic account of the foundations of human culture that accords well with consistent Greek values, preoccupations, and priorities. The view from a cross-cultural perspective, however, casts some intriguing shadows over this instantiation of a widely diffused mythic archetype, which goes so far in its negativity as to unbalance any tidy scheme of a universe that consists of mixed goods and evils. In particular, the Greek version is conspicuous in creating woman as a separate and alien being, the first exemplar of a race or species, the *genos gynaikon*, who as the agent of separation between gods and mortal men remains estranged, never achieving a mediated partnership with man.

In the first place, we note that this radical disparity between the genders is founded on the absence of any general myth of anthropogenesis. Woman is created on her own without any parallel or preceding account of how the category of man came into existence. A further sign of woman’s uniqueness is her mode of production, differentiated from all the other acts of begetting recorded in the *Theogony*. “Woman is anything but a natural being.” She is a gift, a technical invention, an artisanal product, a work of art, an artifice. Finally, in contrast to man, who evolves in stages over time—as, for example, in the parallel tale of the Five Ages in the *Works and Days*—woman’s nature is static and unchanging. The sum of her attributes is fixed from the beginning, defined by the circumstances that brought her into being, a material sign that crystallizes the essence of these previous transactions into a permanent, tangible form. She is a hybrid mixture of qualities drawn from different elements and different spheres that combine into a blend, at once an original product and an imitation, whose purpose and nature are to deceive.

Two additional factors support this gloomy picture. Woman is not created as a companion to remedy man’s solitude—as we are told, for example, in the biblical account of Adam and Eve (Gen. 2:21)—but rather as a punishment (not even merited through human fault). Second, there is no reconciliation after the fact, since even if Hesiod can break the possibility of a companionable wife (Th, 608), male and female roles maintain a drastic asymmetry. There is no basis for a division of labor between the sexes that would ultimately make them partners, albeit unequal ones, in the conduct of mortal existence. Thus, while Vernant’s reading of the cultural implications of the myth of Pandora remains valid in more general terms, it cannot explain the special features of Hesiod’s economy: his insistence on the fact that only men work while women re-
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3. For these issues, which many have observed, see in particular the acute analyses of Loraux 1981a, “Race,” with relevant bibliography. For Greek creation myths in a comparative perspective, see Guarducci 1927.
5. I am persuaded by Saintillan (1995) and Vernant (1995) that the concept of an “imitation of a model” cannot wholly be applied to the making of the first woman, since the artisanal gods also imbue this fabricated object with the life energy of *charis* (charm, glamor). Nevertheless, in designating Pandora as an inescapable trap (*dolos*) and as a *kalon kakan*, the text suggests a fundamental gap between appearance and reality that implies more than her status as a gift or *agama*.
6. I acknowledge but do not discuss here the problem of the two accounts in Genesis of human creation, the first of which suggests that male and female came into being at virtually the same time: “And God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him; male and female created he them” (1:27). Both versions, however, insist on the parity of one male and one female, destined to form the first couple.
main perpetually idle, useless drones who sit within the house, "filling their bellies up with the products of the toils of others" (Th. 599) and providing a source of endless disaffection, which leads to the conclusion that even in the case of a worthy wife, "evil still continually contends with the good" (Th. 608–10).

Women could contribute to the household, for example, with their typically feminine skills of weaving, already given by Athena to Pandora at her creation (WD 63–64). Male and female could be active in their respective domains, as Xenophon's Oeconomica prescribes, the man working outside to increase his household's wealth and the woman managing the stored-up goods. Above all, as wife and mother, woman herself is also a giver, not just a taker, of gifts, because she produces children from her belly and gives them nurture (trophé). Hesiod only elliptically acknowledges that woman is needed to produce offspring, viewing this reliance as a second source of evil that follows upon the first complaint that had characterized women as drones: "Whoever avoids marriage [gamos] and the beneficent works of women [mermera erga gunaikón], and is not willing to wed, reaches deadly old age without anyone to tend his years [gérokomos], and though he at least has no lack of livelihood while he lives, yet, when he is dead, his kinsfolk divide his possessions amongst them" (Th. 602–6).

All is inference. Nothing is stated directly—neither sex nor procreation. There is only gamos (marriage), the allusive mermera erga gunaikón (what are these erga? cf. 595), the equally vague gérokomos (who is this?) and the emphasis on man's old age, his death, and its aftermath. We typically take this passage to mean that if the creation of woman interrupted the presumed commensurability of men and gods, when they feasted together and shared the same food, it also confronted man with a mortality that she alone can remediate in the compromise of providing progeny to take care of him in his old age, who will live on after his death and, as his substitut(e)s, maintain (and increase) the fruits of his labor. But in extracting this reading, we also fail to take the full measure of the evasions and ambiguities that complicate both this text and that of the account in the Works and Days, where, in the context of agricultural labor, woman's sexual and reproductive roles remain still more discreetly obscured. Let us take a closer look.

First is the problem of sexuality itself; a natural instinct, fueled by the mysteries of desire and accompanied by pleasure in physical contact, yet also fraught with ambivalence. In Hesiod, woman's lovely exterior, enhanced by those adornments of sexual allure, proves only a snare and delusion, a "hopeless trap" (Th. 589; WD 83). The Theogony dwells on the effects of her appearance, the stupefied wonder (thauma) of those who gaze at her, both gods and mortals alike (Th. 575, 581, 582, 584, 588), and the seductive charm (charis) that radiates from everything she wears. But in the Works and Days we learn further that this charis is inseparable from "painful longing" (pothôn argaleon) and "cares that devour the limbs," all equally gifts of Aphrodite (WD 66).

We note too that in both texts, far from "cleaving together and becoming one flesh" as the biblical account tells us (Genesis 3:24–25), or even "mingling in love" (philoteis), as the canonical euphemism in Greek texts (and elsewhere in the Theogony) would have it, man and woman remain distinct and disjoined entities. Pandora may be arrayed as a bride in a proto-version of marriage and given as a wife to her foolish husband Epimetheus in the Works and Days (cf. Th. 511–14), but oddly enough, nowhere are we told of any carnal activity between them or again, as the purity of the biblical story suggests, of a mutual awareness of themselves as genitalized beings once they have come into their fallen state (cf. Genesis 2:25 and 3:7).

The dangers of sexuality as encroachment on the autonomous male body and the potential imbalance of its honors, the limitations or qualifications set to its unrestricted enjoyment, its separation from a specified love object, and the attribution of unbridled (extravagant) sexual appetites to women are characteristic and recurrent features of Greek attitudes. Later medical and philosophical texts will spell out the dangers to men's health in taking sexual pleasure, as Foucault's astute analysis reminds us, but the framework in its most negative form is already in place in Hesiod, particularly in the context of woman's creation as an anti purus, a "fire" that takes the place of the one that was stolen. Sex is treated as an unequal transaction by which woman steals man's substance, both alimentary and sexual, and by her appetites even "roasts man alive and brings him to a premature old age" (WD 705). Thus in the Works and Days men are later warned to beware of making love in the summertime, because this is the time when "women are most wanton, but men are feeblest, since, Sirius, the Dog Star, parches the head and the knees and the skin is dry through heat" (WD 586–89). No wonder then that sexuality is viewed as a less than mixed blessing, since men and women do not share the same rhythms or seasons of desire, and woman's desire, in any case, consumes the man and robs him of what is his own.

But the second and corollary point may be more essential. This is the ambivalence about women's reproductive capacities, which may account even more strongly for the notable imbalances we find in Hesiod's economic system. As Lorax points out, in the Theogony woman is not even
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7. See further note 18 below.

modeled in “the canonical image of the reproductive good wife. If the text implies that with the woman, marriage appears and therefore reproduction, the function of fecundity is hidden. Nothing indicates that the woman is expected to ‘imitate the earth’ as the standard Greek representations of fertility suggest.”

Hesiod in fact explicitly separates woman from the bountiful earth by inverting the usual etymology of her name from an active to a passive construction, from the one who gives to the one who is given. Not “the giver of all gifts,” as a related epithet of Gaia (Earth) indicates, “Pandora” is here glossed as “the one to whom the gods have given all gifts” (WD 80–82).

Additionally, the suppression of woman’s fertility means ignoring the value of her experience in childbirth, the ponoĩ of her suffering and travail. In other Greek contexts these are sometimes made equivalent to the trials and labors (ponoĩ) of men engaged in battle and other heroic endeavors, exemplified in Medea’s famous statement that she would rather stand three times in the forefront of battle than bear a single child. Here, by contrast, only man is burdened with ponoĩ, the doleful exertions of daily life, attributed in fact to woman herself who has imported them into his present existence (WD 90–92).

The significance of these two omissions is again reinforced by comparison with the parallel story in Genesis of Adam and Eve: expelled from the garden of Eden, the male is condemned to bring forth his daily bread by the sweat of his brow (i.e., agriculture) and the female to bring forth children in pain and travail (Genesis 3:16–19). Their mutual dependency is further emphasized by God’s earlier injunction that they be fruitful and multiply, populating the earth with their numberless progeny (Genesis 2:28).

In short, the biblical story reflects a shared existence and responsibility, once woman has been created; it also suggests an economy of abundance, proliferation, and expansiveness. The Hesiodic tale, in contrast, is rooted in an economy of scarcity, parsimony, and anxious surveillance over what man has patiently accumulated by and for himself. To cap it all, far from being characterized in the Theogony as the “mother of all mankind,” as Eve is described in the biblical account (hence the etymology of her name, Hava, Genesis 3:20), Pandora is named instead as the origin only of the genos guaikaťn, the “race of women,” as though to deny, or at least to elide, the drastic notion that men are from women born.

What factors might account for this harsh outlook on life? What issues are at stake in Hesiod’s version that might lead to the view that woman is only a rapacious and famished belly, a “companion to Plenty but not to Poverty,” a creature who takes everything without giving in return? Various socioeconomic explanations have been suggested: (1) a change in methods of agriculture, particularly the plow, better suited for men, that devalues women’s contribution to subsistence; (2) a disembedded social organization of the Greek polis in this archaic period (eighth century), in which the private oikos or household is separated from communal, public life; (3) a growing scarcity of land and resources relevant to this age of colonization; and (4) class distinctions between aristocratic and so-called peasant attitudes.

All these hypotheses may have merit to greater or lesser degrees, with respect to the proposed time and place of composition, but they cannot account for Hesiod’s enduring prestige. These texts become canonical in Greek thought, both as the major account of the creation of the present world order under the hegemony of Zeus (over against competing versions) and as the authoritative statement of Greek values that revolve around the polarization of justice (dikē) and injustice (hubris). Hesiod’s extreme rancor toward woman, while open to compromise and mitigation in other texts and other spheres of interest, still remains the touchstone of an underlying attitude concerning this intrusive and ambivalent “other,” who is brought into a strange man’s household and forever remains under suspicion as introducing a dangerous mixture into the desired purity of male identity and lineage, whether in sexual relations or in the production of children.

A further difficulty with these “practical” rather than ideological considerations, as enumerated above, is the tendency to separate the creation of Pandora from its context instead of treating it as an integrated (and inserted) episode in a longer and more complex narrative. Pandora is not an independent entity in her own right, nor is her story in Hesiod a random digression. In both senses, she is a means to other—another’s—ends, entering into the world at a critical moment of its formation. In each nar-

10. With Loraux (1981a, “Race,” 89n73), I too insist on the significance of Hesiod’s etymology as a deliberate “counterstatement” to the standard meaning.
12. For the earlier abundance and prodigality associated with the Charities that belong to the world of the gods and the Golden Age, see Saintillon 1995. The economy of scarcity and parsimony is best summarized in WD 354–69. On the biblical world view see, for example, Eilberg-Schwarz 1990, chap. 6, and Cohen 1989, chap. 1. I hope to amplify these differences elsewhere.
13. See, for example, Sussman 1984.
14. On woman’s “otherness” and man’s attempts to overcome or master her difference, see especially Pucci 1977, 111–13.
native, the creation of woman is introduced as the outcome of a quarrel between two males over the apportionment of rightful shares. In the \textit{Theogony}, her story is a part of the larger struggle for power among divine forces, the result of the strife between Prometheus and Zeus. In the \textit{Works and Days}, Hesiod’s dispute with his brother Perses over the division of their inheritance is the situation that frames the Pandora myth, where it is used both as explanation and admonition. It accounts for the current conditions of our postlapsarian existence and warns what men must do to survive in the harsh environment of the Iron Age.\textsuperscript{16} Yet in both versions, Pandora’s creation marks a conclusive rupture between men and gods. This means that Pandora not only defines the categories of male and female in the human sphere but also stands at the intersection of relations between gods and mortals. Given the anthropomorphic nature of Greek divinity, mythic discourse habitually dramatizes the issues of gender, sexuality, and reproduction from a double perspective, and perhaps nowhere more pointedly than in the confrontation between divine and human worlds underlying the two Hesiodic accounts. We must, therefore, approach the question of Pandora while bearing in mind both these sets of relations, with the twofold aim of placing Pandora in her Hesiodic context and Hesiod in the context of more extensive Greek attitudes about the female.

Let us turn then first to the human world, to the status of children and questions of reproduction in the household, before expanding the analysis to encompass the inevitable distinctions between mortal and immortal modes of existence. These, as I shall suggest, are founded on a two-tiered system of values, whereby femininity can be split between a primary role in the domain of the gods and a secondary, devalued role in the world of human affairs. This principle holds true in addressing the mode of Pandora’s creation (the origin of woman) and also in appraising the limits on the roles and functions assigned her (woman as the origin).

Household Economy
There is a persistent strain of ambivalence in Greek thought about the nature and value of children. Although treasured as bearers of the family line, they are also a potential source of disappointment and sorrow. They may turn out well, of course, but, like the woman herself, they may eventually bring trouble to a man’s household. A reference to just such an idea may be implied in an ambiguous passage in the \textit{Theogony} that concludes Hesiod’s remarks about marriage and its discontents:

\begin{quote}
For a man who chooses to marry and gets an agreeable wife, evil still continually contends with the good, but he who meets up with an \textit{atartērio genethlē} (αταρτήριον γενεθλῆς) lives always with unceasing grief in his heart, and this is an evil that cannot be healed.
\end{quote}

\textit{(Tb. 607–12)}

The crux of the problem lies in how we interpret the word \textit{genethlē}. Does it mean “race” (i.e., of women) or “progeny” (children)? If \textit{genethlē} refers to woman, then the passage contrasts two kinds of wives: a good one (in which case, the negative still vies with the positive), and a bad one, whose effect is unrelieved misery and woe. On the other hand, if we ask \textit{why}, even in the case of an agreeable wife, evil is still said to contend with the good, then we may prefer to read \textit{genethlē} as “progeny,” since even under the best of circumstances, children may well prove a mischievous bane to their parents. Each reading has its merits, and with no definitive way to resolve the dilemma (for the word appears nowhere else in Hesiod), scholarly opinion remains divided.\textsuperscript{17} But this uncertainty of reference may well be the essential point,\textsuperscript{18} as reflecting the double ambivalence about women and about the necessity of having children, the latter most fully expressed in the famous choral ode in Euripides’ \textit{Medea} (1090–1110):

\begin{quote}
... those who have never had children, who know nothing of them,
surpass in happiness those who are parents.
The childless, who never discover whether children turn out as a good thing
\end{quote}

\begin{enumerate}
\item[17.] Many scholars prefer “wife,” including West (1966, \textit{ad loc.}) and \textit{LgskE} (s.v.), along with Loraux (1981a, “Race,” 95n.103), but the arguments for excluding alternate readings are not supported by the diction.
\item[18.] Woman and child can often be conflated, as, for example, in the parable of the lion cub in Aeschylus, \textit{Agamemnon} 681–749. The problem of \textit{genethlē} in Hesiod is heightened by yet another ambiguity in that the preceding passage never mentions the word \textit{child} at all. What we hear instead is that “the man who does not marry... reaches baneful old age without anyone to look after him” (605). This caretaker or \textit{gerotētēr} is a word invented for the occasion (and found only here in archaic and classical literature). It is sufficiently obscure that West (1966, \textit{ad loc.}) feels obliged to make clear that the text refers to “the son, not the wife,” a claim he bases (not without reason) on the well-known rule that the son is expected to provide \textit{gerotētēria} for his parents in return for his own nurture. So too, in the sentence that follows, the son as heir to his father’s possessions is not named but merely implied; his identity is inferred from the alternative, that in his absence, distant kinsmen (\textit{cherōstai}) will later divide the man’s estate (605–7). There are other, more suggestive reasons, as I will later propose, why the text refuses to name either father or child.
\end{enumerate}
correlated with the gastér, her defining feature in the Theogony, and like the gastér of the sacrificial portion that contained the edible portions of the ox, the pithos too is an independent repository that conceals something within.

References in other texts to the child as the Elpis, or hope, of the household provide a strong argument for this identification. But a more precise indication is the fact that later medical and philosophical texts associate and even correlate the womb with a container or jar. Throughout the Hippocratic corpus and the works of the later, more sophisticated anatomists, the woman’s uterus is likened to an upside-down jar, furnished with two ears or handles. The stathmos or putmén (Latin fundus) is the base or bottom of the jar, located now on top; the stoma (Latin os), or mouth, lies at the bottom; and the neck (the aubén, trabélos, or Latin cervix) opens in a downward direction. The jar/uterus is modeled on features of human anatomy. It too has a mouth and neck. This nomenclature is also pertinent to the widespread idea of a correlation between woman’s sexual and oral appetites, emphasized in the Hesiodic text as located below in the rapacious belly (gastér) that fills up on man’s substance. Popular and medical notions insist on a symmetry between a woman’s two orifices, the mouth and the belly, reflected in prescriptions for gynecological therapy. A jar, as in Hesiod, has “lips” (cheiλ, WD 97), and so does a womb (e.g., Aristotle, Historia animalium 7.3.583a16). The analogy continues in the notion of a seal or stopper that is needed to prevent entry, with the aim of preserving virginity or, conversely, of retaining the seed deposited in it to allow a successful pregnancy to occur.

What does it mean, then, that Pandora comes equipped with her own jar, and that she removes the lid to open it, releasing a swarm of ills that now wander silent and invisible all over the world, leaving only Hope

For Vernant, the image of the jar represents the house or oikos, and woman is the ambiguous figure of Elpis, who resides within. In this reading, the jar replicates the domestic space of the household to which woman is consigned. She can therefore be correlated with Elpis because, like any wife, she may turn out well or badly. Other textual echoes support this idea of an enclosure in which the woman resides (cf. Th. 598 and WD 96–97), but the equation of woman and Elpis is more problematic. In the Theogony, even in the case of a companionable wife, evil still contends with the good, and in the present context of the Works and Days, woman is unequivocally named as an evil and a plague.

But taken as an image that embodies an idea, the Elpis that is left in the jar corresponds most closely to the child (or the hope of a child) who resides inside its mother’s womb. In this reading, Pandora’s pithos can be

19. Much has been written about whether Elpis is a good or an evil, or both. For convenient summary of the many views, see especially Verdenius 1985, 66–71; Said 1985, 123–30; and for extensive bibliography, Noica 1984. To be brief, I concur for the most part with Vernant that Elpis is an ambiguous quality with both negative and positive aspects (like Eris, Zélos, Aidós, and Nemesis). See his judicious discussion (1979b, 121–32).

20. Significantly mentioned in funereal epigrams (e.g., Anthologia Palatina 7.389, 453) and grave inscriptions (Peek 1955, nos. 661, 720).

21. For the medical texts, see Hanson 1990, and further discussion in Hanson 1992. See also Sissa 1987, 76–93 (on mouth and uterus), and 181–85 (on closure: “The closed body of the maiden corresponds to the body of the mother who, surfeted with children, has experienced the symμosis of her womb” [185]). On the idea of a seal or stopper for the uterus, see Hanson 1990, 324–30. Hanson disagrees with Sissa on how this closure was perceived, distinguishing between the mouth of the uterus and that of the labia. Sissa (178) understands the pithos in Hesiod as the belly of the woman (“a faithful and fertile wife”) but does not discuss the status of Elpis.

For the equation of the child and Elpis, see also Hoffmann (1986, 72–76), who notes the correspondence between marriage (WD 800) and the opening of a jar (WD 819) in Hesiod’s agricultural calendar. Her arguments, however, take a different and nontextual direction, focusing on the connection with agriculture and on the abstract notion of the child as a signifier of mortality.

Might one understand the mega pōma that Pandora removes from the jar as a play on words with her own characterization as a mega pōma (e.g., Th. 392)?
the jar itself. "Take your fill [koreasēsthai] when the jar is first opened and then again when it is nearly spent" (368). By contrast, the woman, that mega pēma sent to dwell with men and take what is theirs, is "no companion of Koros [satiety] but rather of Penia [poverty]." Whether taking his goods or dispensing her woes, she remains on the side of prodigality, as a signifier of both excess and lack. In this economy of plenitude and emptiness, storage and loss, the woman's pithos thus stands in antithesis to the other one in his care. It is kept separate, as she is from him, in the conduct of the oikos, as though her reproductive potential (Elpis) were also contrasted with his parallel functions of conserving and increasing the household's resources (e.g., WD 376–77).

The logic of this contrast may be clarified by what follows in the Works and Days directly after the mention of the farmer's pithos. This is the preference, explicitly stated, for a family consisting of a single child: "There should be an only son [moungenēs pais] to feed his father's house, for so wealth will increase in the home" (WD 376, cf. 271). The prospect of a second son (beteron paida) elicits the ominous remark that in that case, better to die old—or as the text is often read, the only son in turn should have another only son (WD 378). We find this attitude ex-

23. Also instructive is a little-known myth, preserved in several late texts (Parthenius, Erotica Patrum Minores 28; Nicolas Damascius, frag. 19; ScholNavbar Apollonius Rhodius 1.1063; Eustathius, Iliad 357, 436; and cf. Strabo, 13.6.21c). Passos, a ruler of the Pelasgians, conceived a passionate desire for his daughter, Larissa, and secretly raped her without revealing his identity. Learning the truth, she plotted the following revenge: as Passos was leaning over a huge pithos filled with wine, she seized him by the legs and plunged him headfirst into the cask where he drowned. See Rudhardt (1981, 739), who is mystified by the tale, but the correlations are not difficult to find. Her action both parodies his plunge into her pithos and fittingly repays him in kind, since the use of wine was typically restricted to men, who had access to the containers (pithoi; cf. WD 359–69, "Take your fill when the jar is first opened and then again when it is nearly spent"); and also 597–603). Sexual and alimentary appetites are neatly joined, with the added element that wine encourages sexual desire. "Drunk" with passion, she drowns him in a surfeit of his own lust.

24. Pucci (1977, 86) also emphasizes Pandora's dual association with excess and lack (or loss), but in a different way: "She is an excess because she introduces toil as the way of producing what the earth once provided spontaneously, and a loss because toil does not fully restore the goodness of the preceding life." She thus corresponds, as he argues, to the Deridcean "supplement," which is both an addition and a replacement.

25. For a discussion of the full and empty jar, see Vernant (1979b, 115–21), who notes the correlation between the two kinds of pithoi, but without reference to the continuing exclusion of women from participating in the household.

26. West 1966, ad loc.; and, among others, Pucci 1977, 111. I prefer the interpretation, which gives a straight progression: one, two, or many sons, but not two to have only one. In the case of a second son, you should die old (presumably after having acquired sufficient wealth to divide it), and if you have many, then you need Zeus's assistance, since he can "easily bestow prosperity." As West remarks, this is "a typical Hesiodic provision for exceptions to the general rules at the discretion of the gods."
pressed elsewhere, but in the Hesian economy in which women and offspring are viewed only instrumentally and in relation to the dynamics of masculine acquisition and retention, the potential proliferation of children poses a significant threat.

Woman is therefore defined as an economic liability. If her reproductive capacity is only to be tapped once, thereafter she is a surplus who does not increase the household wealth but rather diminishes the resources of both house and husband with her gluttonous appetite for both food and sex. She thus resembles neither the fields that are worked outside nor the bountiful Earth of the Golden Age (which, in Hesiod's version, at any rate, is populated only by men). Marriage and agriculture may be understood as two related spheres in which men toil and deposit their seed, but they are also disjoined in the case of Pandora. If man once took freely from the unmitting produce of earth, woman now takes from the abundant stores accumulated by man who, since her creation, has had to become the sole author of his own sources of nurturance.

Finally, the emphasis on raising an only child has a more pointed significance if we consider its thematic relevance to Hesiod's personal status as represented in the Works and Days. He is certainly not an only son: the entire poem is framed as a protracted exhortation to his good-for-nothing brother Perses. We cannot recover the full details of Hesiod's complaints, but two issues seem to be evident. First, Hesiod has been in some kind of litigation with his brother over the division of their father's estate. Perses has somehow acquired more than his share by stirring up quarrels and has bribed the judges to sanction this unfair division. He has encroached on property that is not his, that rightfully belongs to Hesiod. If brothers must share, the portions at least ought to be equal, thereby satisfying the demands of Dike (justice). But having only one heir to the patrimonial estate would do more than forestall the possibility of a fraudulent division leading to destructive eris (strife)—it would obviate the need for any division at all.

At one level, as Vernant has observed, the dispute between Hesiod and his brother concerning the fair division of their inheritance parallels the inequitable sharing of the sacrificial meal in the Theogony between Zeus and Prometheus. But the characterization of Perses in the Works and Days also gives rise to a second analogy, for this Perses is an idler who must be persuaded to accept the divine necessity of labor so that he does not end up as a burden on others or even as a beggar. "If he had filled himself up with a year's supply of grain in reserve," says Hesiod, "then he could turn to the quarrels and strife in the agora to lay his hands on another's goods" (WD 33). It is after this first address to his brother that Hesiod tells the story of Prometheus and Pandora as the founding myth of why men are obliged to work and to accumulate the means of life through agricultural toil. This account is followed by the myth of the Five Ages with its emphasis on the relation between material prosperity and the pursuit of justice in the evolution from the Golden Age to the conditions of the present day.

In the Theogony, as we have seen, Pandora is compared to a useless drone, "no companion to Poverty but only to Plenty," who sits within and consumes another's goods. In the Works and Days, we learn that the gods gave her a shameless mind and a thievish nature. Perses, we may note, combines both her qualities in his degenerate state. Like Pandora, he is deceitful and thievish (WD 322). Like her, he intends to acquire for himself what belongs to another. Like woman, he is an idler who does not work and belongs with Hunger (Limos) rather than Satiety (Koros), and he too is "like the stingless drones who waste the labor of the bees, eating without working" (WD 303-4). Pandora is the opposite of the "bee wife," who, as the archaic poet Semonides tells us, is the single and only paradigm of the virtuous wife. Perses, in turn, is a bee with no sting in him, a drone, like the woman, within the hive that is the house, assimilated now to her earlier identification as a drone in the Theogony.

Two inversions therefore come into play. First is the opposition between animal and human worlds, in which the bee community inverts the usual division of roles to assign the active part to the female and the passive to the male. Although the woman-drone may seem to be occupying a position reserved for males, the analogy is operative only with regard to the management of the household, which, like a hive, consists of bees and drones. The industrious woman may well be compared to a bee, if she

27. Whatever the particular economic conditions of Hesiod's day might have been, the continuation of this attitude in the tradition is already mentioned by the various scholia (vetera, ad loc.) following Plutarch's commentary. See, e.g., Xenocrates, frag. 97; Aristotile, Politics 1272b51ff.; and Plato, Laws 740b-d, 923c-d, in the context of optimal family size and population control in the Greek polis. For a treatment of this complex topic, see, for example, Golden and Golden 1975, 345-53. Space does not permit a fuller discussion that would have to include, among other issues, exposure of the newborn.

28. The Scholiai, ad 376-78, already notes the possible relevance for Hesiod of the preference for a monogenes.

29. See above, note 16.

30. On the problem of bees, drones, and gender inversion, see Loraux 1981a, "Race," 82; and Vernant 1979b, 107-14. Roscala (1978) dissents from this interpretation to argue on the basis of ancient evidence that drones are not viewed as males, per se, but rather as an alien genos, the members of which, like the woman, enter into another's dwelling. Yet, given that drone is a masculine noun and bee a feminine one, there is no reason to limit the terms of the analogy, as Roscalia does.
fulfills her domestic functions; if not, she can be called, as here, a lazy drone who fills her belly with the fruit of another's work. For the man, however, whose place is out of doors and in the fields, the image of the drone in the hive can apply only if he loses his masculine dignity by refusing to work (aergos) and, like a woman, by living off the toil of others. Thus despite the proper alignment of male and drone, the indictment of Perses only attains its full resonance as an allusion to the Pandora of the Theogony—Pandora, whose story is told to Perses yet again, now in the context of the god-given necessity that decrees that men must earn their living by tilling the fields. In short, if Perses is a drone, it is because this woman, in negation of her positive image as the bee wife, provides a pertinent analogue to Perses himself.

The result is that Pandora occupies a double position in Hesiod's system of the household. She is, first of all, the potential overproducer of progeny, who in bearing more than one child introduces the risk of a fraternal rivalry that is exemplified in the eris between Hesiod and Perses. Yet she also serves as the model for Perses himself: a drone, a supplemental and unwelcome addition who takes what does not belong to her rather than working or giving in return.

Perses, however, may be persuaded to assume his proper masculine role and to enter into the economy of labor by which he may rightfully prosper as well as share in the generalized social rules for exchange and reciprocity (“Give to the one who gives, but do not give to the one who does not give... Give [dós] is a 'good girl,' but Seize [harpax] is a bad one, the giver of death,” WD 354–56).31 Pandora, by contrast, remains an ambiguous and untrustworthy entity, excluded from participation in the household economy. She is defined as an outsider, unwillingly brought by the man inside his house and carrying within her belly the equally ambiguous Elpis, who even if turning out well for man's future, is nonetheless restricted to the grammatical category of the singular (mounó), not the plural.

Several important consequences attend this Greek view of woman's origin and functions. We note first by contrast that the myth of Adam and Eve justifies both the social, even organic, dependency of wife upon husband and her subordination to his authority. She is born from Adam's rib as a creation secondary to his, and God later decrees a separate punishment for her in his injunction that along with suffering travail in childbirth, she will be ruled by her husband (Genesis 3:16). Yet in Hesiod, oddly enough, although woman's inferior status is strongly implied, the

31. Some critics have proposed that the second half of the Works and Days implicitly “corrects” Perses' vexing behavior in the first, whether in respect to Dikē or to good Eris. For the first, see Nagy 1982, 39; for the second, Hamilton 1989, 53–66.

32. Boyarin 1993, 85, commenting on an earlier draft of this essay.

husband's control over his wife is not unequivocally established as a "natural" social rule. In fact, woman seems to retain an intrinsic power over man. She can, by her appetites, enfeeble and impoverish him, seduce him and rob him. (“Do not let a flaunting woman coax and cozen and deceive you: she is after your barn,” WD 374). Man has no effective means of retaliation, no sure way of exercising his authority. He can perhaps only minimize her inherent danger by taking a young wife, as Hesiod later advises, hoping thus to train her in his ways (WD 700). But in essence, his only options are to avoid woman by shunning marriage altogether, thereby losing his patriline and irrevocably fragmenting his substance, or to suffer the miseries she inflicts upon him. On the other hand, by undermining the woman's maternal functions of both nature and nurture, the myth separates her from the true underlying sources of her power. The story thereby ratifies woman's secondary and derivative status in man's household, emphasized by the mode of Pandora's own creation, since as an artisanal product accompanied by another artisanal product (the jar), she is also separated at the outset from the natural processes of generation by which the entire universe came into being.

Yet in his turn man has claimed neither his paternal role directly nor a potent virility. As Daniel Boyarin comments, "If the opening of the jar represents the breach of Pandora's virginity, then she is made wholly responsible, as it were, for this act as well. The text refuses to record the first sexual act between a man and a woman, because by doing so it would have to reveal that which it seems determined to suppress, the simple fact that men are also agents in the performance of sex and thus responsible, at least equally with women, for whatever baneful effects it is held to have."32 Adam and Eve both eat of the fruit of the tree; both become aware of their identity as genitalized beings; both cover their nakedness, and they leave together when expelled from the garden of Eden. Hesiod's reticence on the topic of human sexuality and reproduction is all the more striking and significant, considering the broader aim of the Theogony, which is to recount the creation of the universe through the birth of the gods.

The creation of Pandora marks the definitive rupture between gods and mortals, forever separating them into different categories. Until now, we have focused on the import of this separation that determines the nature of relations between the sexes in the human realm, affecting men's lives for all time to come. But what of the other side? The creation of Pandora is only a single element in the larger creative project of the Theogony that constructs an extended evolutionary design in which gods play the central roles. Here the Theogony differs from Genesis in two striking
respects: first, as noted earlier, woman is created on her own without any parallel and preceding account of how the category of man came into existence; second, if Pandora is meant to stand for all humankind, as some critics have suggested, the text does not situate her creation as the final and culminating display of divine generative power. It occurs, rather, at a very different juncture, during the unfolding of a cosmogenic drama in which, unlike in Genesis, there is a multitude of gods—gods who themselves come into being by various means and at different moments of time. In these struggles at the divine level for differentiation, self-definition, and superior power, the place reserved in the text for Pandora’s creation deserves detailed consideration in further assessing her roles and functions.

Mortals and Immortals

The essential aim of the Theogony is to establish Zeus’s claims to supreme power over the universe and to chart the steps that lead to the eventual consolidation of his reign. These claims depend, in the first instance, on his gaining hegemony over the other gods and, in the second, on the decisive separation of gods from mortals. The two themes combine in the circumstances of Pandora’s manufacture, since, with Prometheus as advocate of human interests, the quarrel between two generations of gods (Olympian and Titan) is also staged as a contest between gods and mortals.

Given the vast scope of this topic, I will focus on Zeus’s rise to power in the frame of a succession myth that requires both the replacement of a father by a son (Ouranos by Kronos and Kronos by Zeus) and the eventual triumph of male over female, particularly with respect to rights over reproduction and matters of engendering and parenthood—even, we might say, over the creative principle itself. The struggle begins with the castration of Ouranos (Sky) by his youngest son, Kronos, at the instigation of Gaia (Earth), the first maternal principle. In the face of the primordial father’s refusal to uncouple from Gaia, castration is the drastic means she devises to allow their children to emerge from the mother’s depths and see the light of day. But in his defeat, Ouranos initiates the first challenge to female fecundity, since his castration results in the birth of Aphrodite from his semen and in the engendering of the female Erinyes from the drops of his blood that fell to the earth from his severed phallus (Tb. 184–200). In the second stage, Kronos may be said to imitate pregnancy itself by swallowing his children once they are born and, when forced to disgorge his progeny, “giving birth” to them through his mouth (Tb 453–500). In the last stage, Zeus absorbs the female into himself, swallowing the pregnant

Metis, principle of resourceful intelligence, and producing a female offspring—his daughter, Athena—from his head (Th. 886–95). Only in this way can he ensure the permanence of his rule, putting an end to the generational evolution of the male gods, and appropriating both the physical and mental creative capacities of the female in the interests of paternal—or, more accurately, patriarchal—power.33

Before the narrative reaches this momentous event (Th. 886–900, 924–96), Zeus has already accomplished his first creative act in producing the first mortal female, Pandora. In so doing, he ratifies the definitive split between gods and men. Two questions therefore arise: Why is the story of Pandora placed where it is, and which dilemmas is the mode of her creation designed to resolve? Logically, Zeus ought to have instituted his sovereignty over the universe before turning his attention to the condition of mortals. But the text takes a curious turn and situates the quarrel with Prometheus and the subsequent division between gods and men just after the narrative of Zeus’s own birth but before the narrative of the mighty battle against the Titans. The last challenge follows in Zeus’s solo combat with Typhoeus, Gaia’s last child, a monstrous offspring of her mating with the primal depths of Tartaros. Only after this victory are we told that the “blessed gods finished their toil [ponon]” and in the wake of their struggle for honors (timai) with the Titans, “urged Zeus to rule and be king over them, by the counsels of Gaia. And he divided their timai in turn among them” (Th. 881–85). The story of the birth of Zeus and his rescue from his devouring father, Kronos, is itself preceded by another apparent interlude, introducing a remarkable female goddess, Hekate. Her appearance constitutes another kind of hysteron proteron, in that she is especially honored by Zeus, even though Zeus has yet to be born, and she presides over human activities in a world of men that is not yet constituted.34

Why should this be so? Why should the “hymn” to Hekate precede the birth of Zeus, the centerpiece of the entire Theogony, and why should the story of Pandora follow directly after?35 What logic insists on framing the birth of Zeus by the accounts of two female personages, who, taken together, form a complementary pair sharply divided into positive and

33. See this volume, chapter 3, 108–9, for a preliminary outline of this progression; for a full discussion, see Arthur [Katz] 1982. Bergren (1983) follows the same scheme. For the role and significance of Metis, see Deienne and Vennant 1978, chaps. 3 and 4.

34. Zeus’s victory is, of course, forecast in the proem and alluded to at strategic intervals, including in the narrative of his birth, where it is mentioned just after Kronos swallows the stone (Tb. 488–91).

negative poles? Situated as two points on a continuum of feminine characters that leads from Gaia to Athena, including especially Aphrodite and Styx, the figures of Hekate and Pandora are distinguished from all the others, not least because each is defined in a significant relationship to both mortals and gods, particularly Zeus.36

On the principle that the sequence of the narrative is itself a determining factor in the production of meaning, I propose in advance that Zeus’s own ontological status is indeed predicated on this intersection between immortal and mortal realms, as he evolves from the first instantiation of a divine child to the figure of sovereign ruler under the title of “father of gods and men.” Thus, while Hekate and Pandora have been rightly interpreted as important factors in together defining the ambiguities of the “human condition,” they are also essential in constructing the definition of Zeus himself. Let us therefore take a closer look, starting with the passage about the goddess Hekate (long a puzzle to critics for its unusual length and content),37 before turning to review the question of Pandora herself.

The Goddess Hekate

Hekate crosses the generational line that divides Titan from Olympian divinity. Zeus honors her above all the gods, and she is honored in turn by men and gods alike. She retains all the powers allotted as her share “at the first time, from the beginning,” and she retains these privileges on earth, in the heavens, and in the sea, wielding her influence over all domains. The prestige of these prerogatives is underlined by her receiving them twice, once at the outset and then again from Zeus (411–12, 421–27). Moreover, these are formidable powers, far less restricted than those of other divinities to whom Zeus apportions their respective timai after the consolidation of his rule.38 In her allotted role as intercessor between men and gods, Hekate is highly responsive to petition, bestowing her favor as she wills.39 She is called upon by all men in all their diversified pursuits: war, athletics, horsemanship, navigation, law courts, and assemblies, as well as the work of tending herds and flocks. Her most important epithet is fittingly reserved for last; it is hers through the offices of Zeus, but it was so, it seems, from the beginning (450–52). This is her function as kourotrōbos, “nurse of the young,” a role that assures the continuation and well-being of life from its inception. Hekate is dedicated to fostering but creates no new genealogical line of her own, for she remains forever a virgin.

What is more, she is called a mounogenēs, “a single-born child.” She has no siblings, and oddly enough her father bears the name of Perse, which in the Works and Days is also the name of Hesiod’s rival brother, whose lazy and thievish conduct occasions the admonitory tale of Pandora’s creation.40 Unlike that brother, she is a daughter, and unlike him, of course, she has no one with whom she must share. Quite the contrary. She receives more than her share; in fact, she gets it all—not once but twice.41 Her social position in Zeus’s family circle is unclear. As a mounogenēs from her mother, Hekate seems to remain inside the maternal sphere. As a daughter without brothers, she is also like an epiklēros (heir) of her father’s line and hence comes under the special paternal protection of Zeus.42

36. Arthur [Katz] (1982, 69) proposes that “Hekate is ... a sign ... of the positive pole of female potency, a precursor to Athena and the other kindly daughters of Zeus, and the antitype to Gaia who struggles for supremacy with the male, to Aphrodite who subdues him through philotēs and apēs, and to Pandora ‘the incurable curse’ (612; cf. 588).” See also her interpretation of Styx (80–81).
37. On the role of Hekate in the Theogony, see the extensive study of Kraus 1960. More recently, see Marquardt 1981; and for more contextual readings, see Arthur [Katz] 1982; Boedeker 1983; Clay 1984; and Griffith 1983, 51–55.
38. It is true, as Clay (1984) observes, that Hekate acts in concert with other gods (such as Poseidon and Hermes), but the text stresses the universality, not the limitation, of her powers in all domains.

39. Note that Hekate’s assistance is reserved for men, in marked contrast to her later associations, which are restricted to women and feminine spheres of activity. Clay (1984, 34), following Bollack (1971), insists on the ambivalence of the goddess’s mode of intervention: Her “essential character ... resides in the easy exercise of arbitrary power over success or failure in every human enterprise.” Clay thus agrees with earlier scholars who glossed Hekate’s name as “the willing goddess” (hekōn, bekētē), “the one by whose will prayer is accomplished and fulfilled” (34a.32). Jude de la Combe (1995) also subscribes to this view and goes even further in equating chance with disorder. The question of Hekate’s volition is important, I agree, in defining her power. She can, as the text says, give and take away, as she wishes (Thb. 442–46), but volition is not the same as caprice. The general tone of the passage is one of goodwill and kindness, as befits her genealogy from Phoebe, who bore both Hekate’s mother, Asteria emōnunōs (happily named), and the gentle Leto (406–8). On Leto and Hekate, see note 43 below.
41. Marquardt (1981, 245), who views Hekate as belonging to another (Carian) religious tradition, proposes that “the absence of siblings ... might also suggest an original genealogy outside the Olympian family.” Nagy (1982, 65) offers the explanation that if Hekate were not a mounogenēs, she might split into two, like Eris or Discord in Works and Days (cf. 11–26). If she were divisible into a “primary positive and secondary negative pair,” she would lose her beneficent status. He further argues that Hekate’s all-encompassing powers make her an “ideal paradigm for the Panhellenic nature of Hesiodic poetry.” Accordingly, the invocation of Hekate at a sacrifice is tantamount to a blanket invocation of all the other gods as well.
42. See Arthur [Katz] 1982, 69. Arthur further equates Hekate’s “social isolation” with “the universality of her powers,” arguing that “Zeus’ overvaluation of this goddess” is “s
Yet, however we understand her status, she is unique, both because of the archaic plenitude of her power in a world to be defined by the distribution of timai, and because Zeus reconfirms her power, thus in a sense recreating her. Pandora, as Zeus's own invention, represents a new mode of creation through which a singular being can be made, not born, and needs no generational antecedents. Hekate's status is the result of another kind of innovative act. This time, Zeus's creativity consists in redoubling the nature of an already existing entity under a second dispensation. If his renewal of privilege does not exactly give Hekate a "second birth," it does award her a twofold status and thereby combines the categories of the old and the new, the first and the last.44

As an intermediary in human affairs between gods and men, honored by all alike, Hekate may be said to neutralize or at least mitigate in advance the negative effects for mortals of Prometheus's guilful mediation that motivates the anger of Zeus and the creation of Pandora. Hekate also compensates in advance for the negative presence of Pandora herself, who henceforth will become an integral dimension of human existence and recompensation for her undervaluation in the patriarchal social order, and as an indication that the beneficence as well as the honor of the female are conceived in inverse proportion to female autonomy.43

43. There have been many other efforts to explain monogenēs; here are two further thoughts, based on the text itself.

First, Asterie, the mother of Hekate, is also the sister of Leto, who heads the list of progeny born from Phoebe and Koios. Leto possesses two major attributes: her sweet nature and her status as the mother of two children, Artemis and Apollo. The text suggests that Leto, like Hekate, has originary powers and receives universal honor from mortals and immortals alike: "always gentle, kindly to humans and the deathless gods, mild from the beginning" (Th. 406–8). While the text here makes no mention of Artemis and Apollo (postponed until line 919), the extended emphasis on Asterie's single offspring may answer to Leto's famous double progeny, cousins of Hekate.

Second, the category of singleness relates to calculation of quantity: the one and the many, the one and the all, the more and the less. Because Hekate is a monogenēs, Zeus gives her not less but more (426, 427), and this "more" turns out in the end to be "all" ("although a monogenēs, she is honored with all privileges," Th. 448–49). Hekate herself has the power to increase and decrease, Th. 447). The categories of the one and the two also enter into the game, but at a different level. Aside from the relation between Leto's two children and Hekate, mentioned above, the single-born receives her powers twice, once from the beginning and again from Zeus, and this double bestowal is repeated twice in the narrative. This point is discussed further below.

44. The strategy of Zeus in making alliances with members of the older generation is crucial to his eventual success, whether with the Cyclopes or Hundred-Handers or with another feminine figure, Styx, who directly precedes Hekate in the narrative (383–401). Styx, however, has no previous role before she makes her compact with Zeus, and her function is here confined to the world of the gods. For Styx's place in the larger scheme, primarily as the mother who gives her children to Zeus, see Arthur [Katz] 1982, 80n.16; and Boekeker 1983, 90.

main its perennial burden. Thus these two female figures may be viewed as an antithetical pair: the first represents an economy of abundance, the second one of scarcity; and both are drawn into the essential game of reciprocity and exchange. Pandora is a baneful gift, who takes and does not give, herself given in exchange for something else that was taken away. Hekate, by contrast, is one from whom nothing is taken away, one who in fact receives more privileges than she had before. She gets these honors as gifts from Zeus and continues his beneficence by bestowing honors on mortals in turn, if she so wishes.

Convincing parallels have been noted between Zeus and Hekate. In the range and extent of her powers, she looks like a "small-scale reflection" of Zeus himself, and given Zeus's sponsorship, she prefigures the beneficent quality of his own role in feminine form.44 This is an important observation. Yet in highlighting her role as kourotrophos, Zeus also introduces a new form of feminine activity that shifts the emphasis from female fecundity and generative power to a maternal nurturance that is independent of the act of childbirth and that, additionally, is placed under the auspices of the major male deity.46 Kourotrophos, it is true, was mentioned once before in passing as an attribute (and etymology) of the Kourelai (daughters of Hekate and Oceanus), "who with Apollo and the Rivers, nurture [kourizousi] men on earth, a portion they received from Zeus." But Hekate's function extends to both gods and mortals, and its import is further underlined by its placement in the text as the last named of her attributes—enunciated not once but twice in the space of three lines (WD 450–52). Naming is a creative act that brings a figure, epithet, or concept into existence. It founds a reality that until then is not available for use in the world. Hekate's role as kourotrophos anticipates the innovations of Zeus's birth and also of Pandora's creation, leading to several significant consequences in both human and divine realms. The nurturant function is transferred from the mother of human offspring to a kindly feminine deity (sponsored by Zeus) in advance of the creation of woman, to whom, as we have seen, no such role is ever assigned. But the general principle of detaching nurse from mother may equally apply to the realm of the gods

45. Boekeker (1983, 90–91) discusses the resemblances and suggests that the reason may be Hekate's role as a transfunctional goddess in the Indo-European tradition.

46. As Arthur [Katz] (1982, 70) puts it: "The... redefinition of Hekate includes a revaluation of female generative potency to mean, in a more abstract and generalized way, the willing sponsorship of activities of human life. Life-giving has become life-sustaining" (i.e., kourotrophos). She further argues that "Hekate... is the first female whose pre-eminence derives from the patriarchal father. And she embodies female fecundity in a transmuted form... in abstracto—as nurturance, tendance, fostering, and not as the direct expression of the child from her womb."
and especially to Zeus himself, whose emergence into the world is beset with unusual difficulties. Let us examine the matter more closely.

If progress and evolution are to end in the establishment of a permanent world system, then the first imperative is to put an end to the inevitable replacement of father by son in the sequence of generations (which Zeus does by swallowing Metis and giving birth to Athena, a daughter). Before this eventual outcome, Zeus's birth story introduces two new elements into the system of generation that also come into play. The first is the father's threat to reabsorb his young once they are born, the second is the postponement of Zeus's retaliation upon his father until he himself has grown to adulthood. Two potential difficulties attend this new dispensation. Zeus is the first instance of an infant god. This means that, like any child, he requires nurture until he comes of age. It means too that he must undergo a maturational process that brings him perilously close to the realities of the mortal condition and the exigencies of human development. Second, although the last-born child enjoys a symbolic advantage in that he closes a genealogical series and embodies principles of higher evolution, there is also an undeniable value in being first, already present "from the beginning." Zeus's claim to hegemony over the cosmos resides in his status as the last and most developed of the Olympian gods. Yet he must somehow attain the prestige of origins that will connect him to the first foundations of the world—that is, to Gaia, from whom Zeus is genealogically twice removed.

By reason of her status and her functions, the figure of Hekate is indispensable for resolving these two predicaments. Having received her honors twice, both from the beginning and now again from Zeus, she exemplifies in advance a solution to the ontological paradox of being both first and last. But in her role as kourotophos, she offers yet another service to Zeus, since, as an infant separated at birth from his mother, he also requires nurturance from a surrogate female figure. This figure is none other than Gaia herself, to whose care he is entrusted in order to save him from his father's greedy appetite. The order of the narrative is revealing. The naming of Hekate as kourotophos ends the "hymn" to the goddess (452). It also furnishes the point of transition to the account of how Rhea, in sexual conjunction with Kronos, "gave birth to glorious children" (453) in a sequence of begettings that ends with Zeus. No sooner is the category of kourotophos "invented" for general use than it is immedi-

47. His maturation is swift, of course, as befits a god, taking only one year (Tb. 492–93).
48. For the general principle, see Eliade 1958.
49. The category of kourotophos was not needed until now in the recitation of divine genealogies and births, all of which stopped short with parturition and only incidentally mentioned the rearing or trophé of offspring (Tb. 313, 323).

ately represented in the divine sphere in the relation of Gaia as nurse to Zeus.50

The goddess's initial association with the infant Zeus is an essential step in the process that leads to his eventual triumph. Gaia is the primordial principle of earth, the locus of origin for the entire cosmos. The nurture she gives him in her function as foster mother thus establishes a primary and enduring bond between the first and the last. Her dual identity as active agent (divinity) and receptive element (earth) has still further import: Gaia takes the child from Rhea "to nurse and rear" (480); Gaia is the place she puts him, "taking him in her arms and hiding him in a remote cave beneath the secret places of the holy earth" (482–84). When Zeus emerges from her care, we might say that he too undergoes a "second birth," this time as a kind of autochthon, a child of earth in his own right. In this way, he too, like mortal men, can circumvent or pass beyond the natural facts of maternity to claim the kind of engendering Greek males like best: born (or reborn) from the female principle of earth and not from the womb of a mother.51

If the question of maternal affiliation is settled in Zeus's separation from his true mother and his secondary status as a nursing of earth, he still remains in the circle of women, whose presence is needed to safeguard his right to exist despite his father's hostility. But what about the paternal principle? Is it thereby also put into question? Kronos presents a curious case. His actions, as we have seen, imitate feminine functions in respect to pregnancy and birth, yet he also remains a male and a father who strives to suppress the next generation in order to assure the permanence of his kingship. When Zeus compels Kronos to disgorge his progeny, he in effect "forces him to yield up his time," since "the right to rule is identified with control over procreation."52 But there is more. Born once from their mother, the other Olympians are replaced in their father's belly only to undergo a "second birth," this time from the paternal source. Thus, if

50. On a frieze of a late Hellenistic temple in Lagina, Hekate is depicted as presenting the stone to Kronos, in imitation of Gaia's role. The Hekate of Hesiod remains a kourotophos in actual cult (unlike the other roles attributed to her). See Marquardt 1981, 244n.2, and Boeckh 1983, 83–84n.21–22. On the rupture of the relationship between mother and son (Zeus and Rhea) and the role of Gaia as kourotophos, see Arthur [Katz] 1982, 71.
51. Gaia also takes a primary role (along with Ouranos) in the entire affair. Kronos learns from the two of them that his son is destined to overcome him (Tb. 463–65), and in turn they suggest the ruse to Rhea (Tb. 467–73), but Gaia acts alone in tricking Kronos to give up his offspring (Tb. 494–95). Arthur [Katz] (1982, 70–71) argues that Rhea's "diminished potency" is a further sign of "the weakening of female primacy" in favor of "the elevation of the male (Kronos and Zeus) into the role of genitor." Loraux deserves full credit for emphasizing the significance of autochthony in Greek mythical thought, a concept she has elaborated in much of her work.
Zeus’s triumph over Kronos represents the victory of the son over the father, it also signifies the triumph of the father over the mother as a higher form of reproduction. Whether on the side of the female (autochthony) or on the side of the male (disgorgement), both strategies promote the idea of a second birth as a way of eliding the obvious and natural fact that man is from woman born.\(^{53}\)

A further consequence of Kronos’s obstetrical adventure provides another means of establishing the requisite connection between first and last, since, as the text is careful to note, the stone representing Zeus that Kronos ingested last is necessarily brought up first (πρῶτον ὁ ἐξήμησεν λίθου, πῖθου καταπίνων, 497).\(^{54}\) On the maternal side, the last generation was aligned with the first through the nurturing function of Gaia, who substitutes for the real mother. On the paternal side, however, another kind of substitution also plays a role in joining first to last, starting from Rhea’s original substitution of the stone for the child and ending with the reversal of the order of birth when Kronos disgorge his progeny.\(^{55}\) Masculine and feminine tactics combine in the final disposition of the stone. Sign (sêma) of its birth from the father, it is fixed in place by Zeus himself “in the broad-wayed earth in holy Pytho, under the hollows of Parnassus,”\(^{56}\) a prodigy from heaven (sêma) destined to be a thauma (marvel) for mortals (Th. 498–500).\(^{57}\) Sky and earth, male and female, father and mother: Zeus’s act of setting up the sêma in the world proclaims his sovereignty. It converts his birth story into a visible emblem and also ratifies the principle of substitution in the form of a material sign that will stand at Delphi alongside another sêma of birth, the omphalos stone that marks the site as the navel or center of the earth.

The Woman Pandora

Once the stone has fulfilled its function in the divine realm, it is destined for mortals, both a sign and a wonder. The stone also links human and divine realms, this time through verbal echoes and in the matter of procreation. The stone, disguised as a baby, was a substitute for Zeus, and he was left behind “in place of the stone” (anti lithou, Th. 489). In power, Zeus introduces another substitute, Pandora, “in place of the stolen fire” (anti puros, Th. 570). Like the stone, she too is a thauma to behold (Th. 500). The two have been justly taken as evidence of a higher level of social relations in a context of exchange and reciprocity.\(^{58}\) Both were duplicitous gifts, given in response to an offense of unlawful appropriation. In semiotic terms both sêmata function as second-order signifiers. The first prepares for the second. “Zeus sets up the stone to be a sign of his control of signification, to be a sign to all who come to learn the mind of the father through the oracle of his son, that Zeus’s regime is built upon the knowledge necessary to disguise, imitate, substitute—knowledge now securely embodied by father of men and gods.” This capacity is put to immediate use, first in the contest of wits with Prometheus, and then in the fashioning of the first woman, by his plan and his own devising.\(^{59}\) Zeus also redeploy another element from the story of Kronos in the transfer of the belly from its mark of the father’s voracious appetite into the permanent and defining attribute of woman (her gastér-belly) through the gastér-paunch of the fraudulent division of sacrifice that led to her creation.

\(^{53}\) In the last stage of the succession myth, Zeus will take one more step to complete the inversion of gender roles and ratify the primacy of the father, first by absorbing the mother (Metis) into himself and then by giving the first, original birth to the daughter (Athena). Arthur [Katzi] \(1982, 77\) observes that “Zeus’ swallowing of Metis . . . is an act of synthesis . . . [that] closes the pattern in upon itself. For like Ouranos, Zeus suppresses the child in the mother’s womb, and like Kronos, he swallows the child itself, by consuming Metis when she is pregnant with Athena and about to give birth (cf. 468f. with 888f.).”

\(^{54}\) West \(1966, ad Th. 454\) mentions this point and adds that Zeus would have been the first to attain maturity, since the offspring remained in their father’s belly.

\(^{55}\) Bergren \(1983, 74\) offers a compelling interpretation of the stone from another viewpoint: “Here is the primary metis, the first imitation, one that seems to symobilize a suppositional child. For Kronos is baffled by the disguise, as any man would be, when his wife presents him with what she says is his child, for who except his wife can vouch for his true child, the legitimate heir to his property and his proper name? Only the female has the knowledge necessary to tell the true from the false heir, but it is in this knowledge that also makes her substitute for the truth, a false thing that resembles it. Her knowledge gives her the power of falsification in the domain of sexual reproduction, just as on the level of language the knowledge of the Muses [in the proem] makes it possible for them to utter either althitha or pseudea homoa ennomais.”

\(^{56}\) See also the elegant analysis of Mezzadri \(1987\), who adds that Hestia, the oldest of Kronos’s children and hence the last to be born, also combines the principle that applies to the stone-Zeus (but in reverse). His further remarks on the correlation between temporal and spatial structures at Delphi (with respect to the stone and the omphalos) are also pertinent. I quote his summary (302): “A same conception of the center and a same logical structure inform both the episode of the birth of Kronos’ children in Hesiod and the famous...

\(^{57}\) Sêma has the two meanings of “sign” and “distinctive mark” or “prodigy” (cf., e.g., Od. 23.110, 186, 205, on the sêma of the bed as both a special object and a sign of recognition). See this volume, chapter 1.

\(^{58}\) Arthur [Katzi] \(1982, 72–73\) sees the fixing of the stone as “the symbolic resolution of the father/son struggle in the form of the sêma, and the introduction of a cycle of reciprocity (in the form of gift exchange).”

\(^{59}\) Bergren 1983, 75.
At one level, Pandora is only a byproduct of a contest between males. She is a secondary, even tertiary effect, in that she comes in the third stage of that contest, as a retaliation for Prometheus’s theft of the celestial fire that Zeus had just received from the Cyclopes. Zeus’s control over this cosmic fire, in fact, will later determine his decisive victories in the cosmos, first over the Titans and then over the monstrous Typhoeus, the last of Gaia’s progeny. But coming just after the narrative of Zeus’s birth and his subsequent triumph over his father, the creation of the first mortal woman mediates between past and present by renewing the question of male control over procreation (to be finally resolved in Zeus’s mating with Metis) and also by reflecting upon Zeus’s own status in the cycle of divine generations.

As a creation of the ruling masculine god, Pandora can be linked to the figure of Aphrodite and even to that of Athena. Yet she also stands as a unique product, not only in reference to man and his estate but also with regard to the biological principles of creation that regulate the Theogony, whether through parthenogenesis or sexual reproduction. She also does not participate, except in a secondary and self-conscious way, in the basic genealogical scheme by which the Theogony suggests the natural unity of the world as it evolves from the moment that Chaos comes into being and Gaia, or Earth, emerges immediately afterwards. Genealogy is an effective means by which myth can posit a coherent scheme of relations and affinities. By tracing out family ties through successive generations, the generational scheme may sort out like from unlike, modify and distinguish categories and concepts, and establish temporal priorities and hierarchies of value. Zeus is Pandora’s author, not her natural sire, and she has no mother. By contrast, Athena’s birth follows a heterosexual union (with the goddess Metis) and, in a sense, follows the laws of organic procreation, despite the inversion of head for loins and father for mother. Pandora’s nature, on the other hand, is determined by the gods’ seemingly arbitrary bestowal of gifts, which makes her only a composite imitation of the “real thing,” and because she is detached from natural modes of reproduction, she is descended from no family line.

The result is that the introduction of the female sex as a genos gunai-kön, a race of women apart, does not coincide with the creation of gender as it does in the Genesis myth. Once Gaia emerges independently after the neuter entity of Chaos, the female principle is established once and for all, and indeed is the source of the male principle (Ouranos) derived from it. From that time on, the idea of biological (genealogical) reproduction had coincided with the grammatical distinctions between male and female, so that all the various entities that came into being were automatically endowed with a gendered identity, enhanced, of course, by a polytheistic system of gods, who follow anthropomorphomic lines in their relations with one another and in their modes of begetting. Zeus’s invention of Pandora and her subsequent status as a gift indicate, therefore, that she is far removed from femininity as an original category. This is a strategic move, with two important implications for the separation of gods and mortals. First comes the rupture of continuity with the principles of both genealogical relationship and natural procreation. However these categories have been manipulated in the divine realm, the actual workings of nature remain the same. With the manufacture of Pandora, on the other hand, mortals and immortals are henceforth divided between nature and culture, or perhaps between the natural and the “nonnatural.”

The second implication pertains directly to the split between woman and goddess. This strategy displaces the undeniable powers of the female upward to the gods, allows for the “deification” of the female and feminine attributes, while repressing any validating alternatives to the mortal woman. Zeus adopts and empowers an original femininity in the person of Pandora.

60. Zeus has just used fire in striking Prometheus’s brother, Menoitois (Th. 514–16). While many have discussed the connections of Pandora and fire (sexuality, technology, cooked food, and so forth), no one, to my knowledge, has asked the obvious question of why Zeus should retaliate by withholding celestial fire in the first place. The division of the parts of the ox ends with the etiological explanation that this is why men burn the white bones on the redent altars (in sacrifice), and it is followed directly by (1) Zeus’s punishment of refusal to give fire; (2) Prometheus’s theft of fire; and (3) the creation of Pandora, anti puros. The sacrificial context may be sufficient to justify the logic of this narrative sequence (and the connection of woman and fire is a widespread mythic motif). But the implied logic of the story suggests that Zeus acts to forestall any future challenge to his authority, not just in a game of wits, as here, but in a full-scale struggle of opposing forces. He punishes Prometheus, of course, but by withholding fire, he safeguards the true source of his power, his chief weapon in later combats.

61. Schwabl (1966, 80) notes the parallels with Aphrodite. For fuller exposition, see Arthur [Katx] (1982, 75), although I cannot follow her further observation that Pandora is also a kind of Gaia reborn.

62. See Philipsson 1936.

63. See Judet de la Combe 1995, who also observes the significance of this “rupture in this continual process of physical engendering” as essential to the “history of gods and men.” But it is a species of circular reasoning to argue first that “this [event] has perhaps more to do with the particular status of men faced with the gods than with the specific essence of woman.” It is not the woman but what she represents, he claims. But what does she represent, if not a woman?

64. Rudhardt (1986) also notes that femininity arises at the beginning with Gaia, but he makes no clear distinction between the two levels. For the value of a two-tiered system of goddesses and women, see this volume, chapter 3, 112–15, on the Oresteia, where the problem of woman ( Clytemnestra) is displaced upward to the level of the Erinyes. The resolution in the Eumenides is also organized according to a theogonic model of a struggle between chthonic and Olympian forces, and the dilemma is solved by a new distribution of timai.
of the goddess Hekate, who assists men in all their undertakings and sustains generational continuity among mortals by sponsoring the growth of children apart from actual maternity.

Thus, in the complex interplay between immortal and human realms, in which the dilemma remains how to separate the two categories while retaining their underlying kinship, the role of Hekate works in two directions. Maternal concern has been continuously present in the Theogony, not only in the proliferation of children in the divine realm, but also in the mother’s insistence on securing her children’s right to exist and in her alliance with them against a hostile father, as in the case of Gaia (vs. Ouranos) and Rhea (vs. Kronos). But Hekate, above all, represents this principle in its most disinterested form. A virgin and not a wife, a virgin and not a mother, a goddess and not a woman, only distantly related to Zeus but of an older generation, Hekate attests to Zeus’s patronage of a femininity among both mortals and gods just before he is about to negotiate his own birth, nurture, and subsequent validation of paternal procreative powers. In the creation of Pandora (and later when she puts the lid back on the jar by his command), Zeus exercises this paternal power in a new dimension. Yet in so doing, he contributes a new and supplemental category, which is that of woman.

This woman, as argued earlier, is hardly represented as a “bringer of fertility” and the “principle of reproduction,” as most interpreters like to insist—or, put another way, to the extent that she is, the text suppresses these functions as much as possible. It avoids any direct mention of sexual congress and only grudgingly acknowledges the need for a child, who is never mentioned as such but must be deduced from the context. In this sense, woman is deprived of those feminine powers that only goddesses and nature possess. But by her unwelcome presence and the necessities she imposes upon man’s existence, she is empowered in another way. Her creation implies, as we know, that man can never be independent of woman because he requires children to remedy the facts of both aging and mortality. But since he is burdened by these limitations, it also means that man, through woman, can never successfully challenge the rule of Zeus, who has now earned his title of “father of gods and men” as the sign of an elevated masculinity and paternal hegemony.

Yet a serious paradox remains. Whether in the divine or human realms, whether by nature or by artifice, whether man or god is the subject, whether an abstract opposition can be maintained between a principle of unlimited growth (female) vs. the limits of order (male), an underlying theme of the entire Theogony concerns the anxiety of the male confronted with fear of a “natural” female superiority, best expressed in the deployment of a series of reproductive strategies. These run the gamut from the realistic norm in the natural union of male and female to parthenogenesis, autochthony, fictions of nurture, second birth, and, in the case of mortals, the alienation of woman from the species of man.

If the world of the gods aims to establish the paternal principle through inventive (and mimetic) tactics that harness the forces of nature and kinship in both sex and procreation, the case of Pandora must, of necessity, address the same problem in another way. As we have seen, once Pandora is represented as the sole agent who will forever inscribe man in his mortal condition, the fact of man’s role as the father of his children cannot be acknowledged directly. To do so would admit the male’s joint responsibility for sex and procreation, which before the creation of Pandora, he presumably did not need. Rather, the insistence that she is an artificial creation, imposed on man as an unwelcome supplement, only creates a further distance between them. If the text cannot name her as mother, it follows that it cannot empower him as father. The relationship between man and woman is rather an economic one, framed in the disparity between producer (he) and consumer (she), ownership and appropriation, abundance and lack, self and intrusive other. As a result, paternity too is commodified by being translated elliptically into economic terms as requirements of the male ego: man needs the support of a caretaker in his old age who will also keep intact the assets that he and only he owns, once he is gone. The father continues after the end through the preservation of his property in the hands of his heir. The triumph of patriarchy is projected into the world of the immortal gods, gods who can accomplish what men desire and dream of, in order to assure a perennial existence in time.

The double problem of the origin of woman and woman as the origin is thus deeply embedded in the structures and strategies of the Theogony. Neither god nor mortal is exempt from it, although it is woman who is the signifier of their difference. Why this persistent concern with control over reproduction, with the desire either to imitate or deny what women do? One speculation is that it is, as Mieke Bal has noted, “the control of time, directly related to reproduction, that is so desirable. The sense of time is itself a sense of the end. Reproduction is a way to overcome the

65. Hekate and the monstrous Typhoeus may also make up an antithetical pair. If Hekate is the beneficent double of Zeus, promoted in advance of his birth, then, following Biaix’s hypothesis (1992), Typhoeus is his negative antitype. Hekate is the transvalued and nurturant maternal principle, not born of Gaia. Conversely, Typhoeus is the offspring of the negative, chthonic aspect of Earth; her last parthenogenesis challenge to the Olympian order, which Zeus must overcome.

66. Money lent out at interest is envisioned as breeding further money like offspring, and the “product” is called tokos (progeny).
The Dynamics of Misogyny: Myth and Mythmaking in Aeschylus's Oresteia

The Oresteia occupies a privileged position in any examination of the Greek mind and spirit. It stands as one of those monumental works of art that transcend their aesthetic values, for it gives voice and form to the social and political ideology of the period at the same time as it actively shapes the collective fantasies of its audience with its own authoritative vision. By taking as his subject a dynastic myth known to us from the beginning of Greek literature and transforming it into a wide-ranging myth of origins, Aeschylus draws upon his mythopoetic powers in the service of world building. The last play in the trilogy leads us back to a re-enactment of the cosmic struggle between Olympian and chthonic forces, ending with two social but divinely sanctioned acts of creation: the first human court to judge cases of homicide and the new religious cult of the Eumenides. The program of the Oresteia is to trace the evolution of civilization by placing the polis at the center of its vision and endowing it with the creative power to coordinate human, natural, and divine forces.

For Aeschylus, civilization is the ultimate product of conflict between opposing forces, achieved not through a coincidentia oppositorum but through a hierarchization of values. The solution, therefore, places Olympian over chthonic on the divine level, Greek over barbarian on the cultural level, and male over female on the social level. But the male-female conflict subsumes the other two by providing the central metaphor that "sexualizes" the other issues and attracts them into its magnetic field, even while it maintains its own emotive function in the dramatization of human concerns, This schematization is especially marked in the confrontation between Apollo and the Erinyes in the Eumenides, where juridical and theological concerns are fully identified with male-female dichotomies. Moreover, the basic issue in the trilogy is the establishment, in the face of female resistance, of the binding nature of patriarchal marriage in which wifely subordination and patrilineal succession are reaffirmed. In the course of the drama every permutation of the feminine is exhibited; god-